Remote Learning – Year 1 – W/C 04.01.2021
Below are a list of activities that children can complete over the course of the week. These are a mixture of videos to watch, games or activities to access online, as well as plenty of activities that
require very few resources. Wider Curriculum activities will cover different aspects of Science, Thematic, RE and Computing whereas the Wellbeing activities will cover different aspects of PSHE and
PE. If you have any questions or would like to share some of the work your child has completed, send the Year 1 team an email at remotelearning1@groveprimary.org.uk
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Reading

Speed Sound – ar
Click on the link and follow the phonics!
Speed Sounds
Ten Little Pirates
Watch the story below. Can you remember what happened to some
of the little pirates?
Video

Speed Sound – or
Click on the link and follow the phonics!
Speed Sounds
Ten Little Pirates
Watch the story again. What numbers rhyme with the words: fine,
fix, heaven, mate, alive, man-o-war, do, and sea?
Video

Speed Sound – air
Click on the link and follow the phonics!
Speed Sounds
Ten Little Pirates
What happened to all the pirates at the end of the story? Can you
retell the story to an adult?
Video

Writing

My Favourite Little Pirate
Draw a picture of your favourite little pirate and write about what
happened to them. Why not send your picture and writing into our
remote learning email address?

Describe the Ship
Describe the ship. What adjectives can you use?
For example:
The ship has a black flag.
Can you write 3 sentences? Don’t forget your finger spaces!

Message in a Bottle
Pirates write a message and put it in a bottle when they are lost and
stuck on an island. Write your own message to get help! Talk to an
adult about what you could write in your letter and then have a go!

Maths

Number bonds
Practise your number bonds to 10. Remember your body counting.
Can you do number bonds to 20?
Number Bonds

Measuring in Centimetres
Measure the objects using the ruler – level one. Can you measure the
objects on level two?
Measuring
If you have a tape measure or ruler at home, why not measure
different objects around the house and make a list?

Addition
Can you match the addition Maths Story to the correct robot? See if
you can add up 20!
Addition

Wider
Curriculum

Science – Materials
Click on the different objects in the bedroom to find out what
material they are made from. Can you find any objects made from
that material in your home?
Materials

RE – Who is important to me?
Draw a picture of somebody who is really important to you. It might
be a friend or a family member or even a singer you like.
Write a sentence to say why they are important to you. You can share
your work by emailing us!

Thematic – What is a pirate?
Talk to an adult about what you think a pirate is. What do they do?
What do they look like? Are they nice? Where do they live?
Write a list of any pirates you know of or where you’ve seen them
before with an adult.

Wellbeing

PE – Pirate Dancing
Can you copy the pirates and do the pirate dance?
Pirate Dancing

PSHE – Money
Talk to an adult about money. What is it? Why do we use it? What
type of money do we have? Are there any coins in the house that you
can look at and identify?

PE – Work out
Can you get your heart pumping by doing these exercises? Why not
get other people involved too?
Work Out
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